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Museum Night
in Wrocław



Dear all

I’m happy to invite all of you to the latest Museum Night in Wrocław. 
For the tenth time, Wrocław is joining this exquisite event which 
never ceases to surprise with its assortment of offers, provides us 
with the opportunity to see places that are normally inaccessible, 
and allows us to look at the city from an entirely new perspective. 

I encourage both art enthusiasts, and those who usually do not 
have the time, to visit our museums and galleries. Come with your 
families or friends and experience an adventure with art in unusual 
circumstances.

It is impossible to visit all the places in one night, so I suggest 
treating it as an incentive to build a more serious relationship. 
After an eventful night, I hope you will come back to Wrocław’s 
museums and galleries for a longer visit. 

I hope to see you there!
Just please, don’t touch the exhibits... 

Jacek Sutryk
The Mayor of Wrocław 



1 Museum of Architecture in Wrocław

2 The Ethnographic Museum  
A Branch of the National Museum in Wrocław

3 Pharmacy Museum Faculty of Pharmacy  
MU in Wrocław

4 Museum of the Lubomirski Princes

5 The City Museum of Wrocław. The Archaeological 
Museum and The Military Museum

6 The City Museum of Wrocław. The Historical 
Museum and The Museum of Medallic Art

7 The City Museum of Wrocław.  
The Museum of Burgeois Art

8 The City Museum of Wrocław. 
The Henryk Tomaszewski Museum of Theater

9 Mineralogical Museum of the University of Wrocław 
in the name of prof. Kazimierz Maślankiewicz

10 National Museum in Wrocław

11 Oder Museum – Foundation of the Open Museum of 
Technology

12 Pan Tadeusz Museum

13 The Museum of Post and Telecommunication  
in Wrocław

14 Museum of Natural History University of Wrocław

15 The Museum of Engineering and Chemical Military 
Departments in Wrocław

16 Wrocław Contemporary Museum

17 Department of The Mineralogical Museum 
University of Wrocław in the name of prof. 
Kazimierz Maślankiewicz

18 The Four Domes Pavilion  
Museum of Contemporary Art

19 Social Military Museum (in organization) –  
Fort Wrocław 9

LiST OF MUSEUMS



20 Mieszczański Brewery

21 WRO Art Center

22 FOTO-GEN Gallery of Culture and Art Centre  
in Wrocław

23 4MARA Gallery

24 Archiglass Gallery „Szopa Jazowa”

25 BB Gallery

26 BWA Wrocław Główny Gallery

27 DiA Gallery

28 Dizajn BWA Wrocław Gallery

29 Entropia Gallery

30 The ArtBrut Gallery and Studio,  
The World of Hope Association

31 M Gallery

32 Piecownia Art Gallery

33 SiC! BWA Wrocław Gallery

34 Studio BWA Wrocław Gallery

35 Platon Contemporary Art Gallery

36 Tętno Art Gallery

37 Arttrakt Contemporary Art Gallery

38 Kowalscy Contemporary Art Gallery

39 The Artistic Weaving Gallery „Na Jatkach”

40 TYC ART Transit Gate Gallery

41 Versus Gallery

42 iP Studio

43 Lower Silesian Division of ZPAF –  
Behind the Wardrobe Gallery

44 OP ENHEiM

LiST OF GALLERiES



45 Rosochate Printmaking Studio

46 Vivid Gallery

47 Polish Poster Gallery 

LiST OF GALLERiES



48 Eugeniusz Geppert Academy  
of Art and Design in Wrocław –  
Festival of Painting

49 Eugeniusz Geppert Academy  
of Art and Design in Wrocław –  
The Science Circle of the Graphic Arts

50 Academy Radio LUZ

51 The Depot History Center

52 Center of Culture Agora

53 Center for Jewish Culture and Education  
in the White Stork Synagogue

54 CRZ Krzywy Komin

55 University of Lower Silesia

56 Lower Silesian Film Centre /  
Millennium Docs Against Gravity

57 Edith Stein House

58 Hydropolis

59 New Horizons Cinema

60 Contours of Culture – Education Zone Creative

61 Seventh-Day Adventist Church 

62 St. Josef Craftsman’s Church –  
Congregation of the Mission by St. Vincent  
de Paul

63 Łokietka 5 – infopoint Nadodrze

64 Downtown Youth Cultural Center

65 Youth Culture Home Wrocław-Krzyki

66 MovieGate

67 National Forum of Music

68 The institute of National Remembrance

69 Wrocław Opera

LiST OF iNSTiTUTiONS



70 Open Space of Culture

71 Radio Wrocław

72 Regional Center of Blood Donation and 
Treatment

73 Creative Quarter „Swojczycka 118”

74 Sky Tower View Point

75 Olympic Stadium Wrocław

76 Stadium Wrocław

77 Association of Collectors in Wrocław

78 Wrocław Literature House

79 Wrocław SPA Center

80 Wrocław Fortification Association – 
infantry Fort No 6

81 Wrocław College of Humanities

82 Wojnowice Water Castle –  
The College of Eastern Europe

83 School of Fine Arts

Disabled friendly place

Bicycle parking

Pre-registration required

Program for children

Biennale of Media Art WRO 2019

LiST OF iNSTiTUTiONS
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MUSEUMS

Museum of Architecture in Wrocław
Bernardyńska 5 tel 71 344 82 79, 71 343 36 75

ma.wroc.pl muzeum@ma.wroc.pl

18:00–24:00

The most important event taking place at the Museum of Architecture 
will be three exhibitions: “Renaissance masters’ works in graphics from 
XVI to XVIII century in the Museum of Architecture collection”, “Robinson’s 
Ship” organized in cooperation with the City Gallery, and an exhibition 
of icons.
“Renaissance masters’ works in graphics from XVI to XVIII century in 
the Museum of Architecture collection” presents precious cooperplate 
engravings and aquaforts inspired by architecture, sculptures, and 
paintings and collected over the last 50 years of the Museum’s existence. 
We will present a drawing by one of the most famous Italian architects 
– Donat Bramante. The exposition “Robinson’s Ship” refers to Robinson 
Crusoe who saved all that he could after his ship wrecked. In the 
monastic interior specially arranged to resemble the shattered sailing 
vessel, you will be able to see works by a few dozens of artists from 
Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia. 
For children and their caretakers we have prepared two games: “You 
also can become Raphael” – a huge coloring project for the little ones 
and the big ones and the family game “Bramante’s Eye”.

18:00 Opening of Museum Night

18:00–24:00 Tours of the permanent and temporary exhibitions

18:00 The beginning of the coloring project “You can also become 
Raphael”

18:00–22:00 Family game “Bramante’s eye” 
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MUSEUMS

The Ethnographic Museum  
A Branch of the National Museum in Wrocław
Traugutta 111/113 tel 71 344 33 13
mnwr.pl, muzeumetnograficzne.pl muzeum@muzeumetnograficzne.pl

16:00–24:00

The Ethnographic Museum invites visitors to the closing event of the 
exhibition “Jan Koloczek – Painted dreams”, workshops for children and 
a meeting with the artist, Jan Koloczek. The visitors will also be able to 
experience music, dancing, and instruments. The children will make 
a rain-maker and a rattle, the adults will be able to take part in a guided 
tour of the exhibition “Traditional instrumentarium”. The dance workshops 
will be open to everyone – no age limits apply.

16:00–24:00 Museum opening hours 

16:00–17:00 Painted – the art of Jan – workshops for children aged 7–12: 
 – tour of the exhibition “Jan Koloczek – painted dreams” 
  – art workshops 

17:00–18:00 The rain-maker and the rattle – games with sound – work-
shops for children aged 4–12:

 – tour of the exhibition “Traditional instrumentarium”
  – art workshops 

18:00–20:00 Dance workshops for everyone

20:00–21:00 Closing event of the exhibition “Jan Koloczek – painted 
dreams” – a meeting with the artist

22:00–23:00 Curator-guided tour of the exhibit “Traditional instrumen-
tarium” 
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MUSEUMS

Pharmacy Museum 
Faculty of Pharmacy MU in Wrocław 

Kurzy Targ 4 tel 71 784 04 43
muzeumfarmacji.umed.wroc.pl

15:00–23:00

The employees of the Pharmacy Museum together with the Polish 
Pharmacy Student Group in Wrocław invite visitors to sightsee the 
13th-century manor house in the classicist-renaissance style where one 
of the first pharmacies in Wrocław flourished for over 700 years. You 
can wander through the floors of the house from 19:00 to 23:00. 
The young pharmacy students will prepare dedicated stands for children 
where the visitors will be able to try and produce a drug based on 
a formula, make a pill, and liquid powder. The accompanying events 
will be lectures and workshops. You are welcome to listen to the lecture 
“Elixirs of life in old medicine” and participate in workshops making 
ointments. 

15:00–16:00 Lecture entitled “Elixirs of life in old medicine”, led by: Ale- 
ksander Smakosz and Paulina Szczygioł 

17:00–18:00 Workshop “Ointments – a cure for anything”, led by: students 
of the Wrocław branch of the Polish Pharmacy Student As-
sociation 

19:00–22:00 3rd floor, a place for children where they can independently 
create a formula, make a tablet, or liquid powder. Entry every 
30 minutes. Children 6–10

19:00–23:00 Individual tours of the museum

 Sign up for lecture and workshops: 7–17 May, by phone
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MUSEUMS

Museum of the Lubomirski Princes
Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, Szewska 37 tel 71 755 06 51
ossolineum.pl edukacja@ossolineum.pl

17:00–23:00

The Lubomirski Princes’ Museum invites visitors to see an exhibition 
of watercolors prepared specially for this ocassion at the Ossolineum 
Hall. The watercolors by Feliks Lachowicz from the Museum’s collections 
entitled “Urycz in legends”, “The Legend of Tustań Castle and the 
beginnings of the Royal City of Drohobycz” will be accompanied by 
curatorial lectures. 
That second event of the evening will be a lecture “True or false? 
Protection on Polish banknotes (1794–2017) in the examples collected 
at the Ossolineum”.

17:00 A lecture “True or false? Protection on Polish banknotes 
(1794–2017) in the examples collected at the Ossolineum”; 
place: Ossolineum Refectory

17:00–23:00 The watercolors by Feliks Lachowicz from the Museum’s 
collections entitled “Urycz in legends”; place: Ossolineum 
Hall

18:30, 19:30, 20:30 
 Curator lectures by the presented watercolors; place: Os-

solineum Hall

 Entry to the Ossolineum courtyard from 16:30 to 23:00
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MUSEUMS

The City Museum of Wrocław.  
The Archaeological Museum  

and The Military Museum
Cieszyńskiego 9 tel 71 347 16 96

mmw.pl muzeum@mmw.pl

18:00–24:00

The City Arsenal is a historic building which houses two museums – the 
Archeological museum in which you can see the permanent exhibition 
“Ancient and medieval Silesia” and the Military Museum which will show 
its permanent exhibitions “Old Weapons room” and “The Jacek Kijak 
room”. There will be an additional attraction for children between 18:00 
and 21:00 – “The warriors of past centuries”. Thanks to worksheets and 
the exhibition children will learn what armour, weapons, and everyday 
objects a warrior used about 2000 years ago.

18:00–24:00 Military Museum – permanent exhibition viewing of the “Old 
Weapons room”, “The Jacek Kijak Room”

18:00–24:00  The Archeological Museum – permanent exhibition – “An-
cient and medieval Silesia”

18:00–21:00  “The warriors of past centuries” – a game for children (ages: 
6–18), place: the archeological exhibition, 1st floor
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MUSEUMS

The City Museum of Wrocław.  
The Historical Museum  
and The Museum of Medallic Art
Pałac Królewski, Kazimierza Wielkiego 35 tel 71 391 69 40 wew. 001
mmw.pl muzeum@mmw.pl

18:00–24:00

The Royal Palace will show its permanent exhibition “1000 years of 
Wrocław” which comprises over 3000 objects illustrating the history 
of Wrocław – from early Medieval Ages to contemporary times. During 
the visit between 19:00 and 21:00 at the exhibition we are offering 
a museum game. Additionally at 20:00 in the conference room (the 
ground floor) you will be able to listen to a lecture “The history of the 
Royal Palace”. 

18:00–24:00 Permanent exhibitions viewing at the Royal Palace 

19:00–21:00 Game at the exhibition “1000 years of Wrocław” (no age 
limits, the worksheets can be picked up at the ticket office)

20:00–21:30 A lecture “The history of the Royal Palace” (no age limits, 
place: conference room at the ground floor 

 Reservations: 15 April – 15 May at the ticket office of the Historical 
Museum or by phone (Tuesday–Friday 10:00 –17:00; Saturday– 
Sunday 10:00–18:00)
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MUSEUMS

The City Museum of Wrocław.  
The Museum of Burgeois Art

Stary Ratusz, Rynek tel 71 347 16 90 (91)
mmw.pl muzeum@mmw.pl

18:00–24:00

The museum is located in Wrocław’s most prominent building – the 
Old Town Hall. The Old Town Hall, with its perfectly preserved interior, 
may itself be considered the most important exhibit of the museum. 
At the Town Hall, two permanent exhibitions can be seen: A Gallery of 
Famous Wrocławians and The Art of Wrocław’s Goldsmiths. 
The education room will host art workshops for children “Dizzy with 
colors – the world of kids’ stained glass” and in the Wójtowska Hall the 
Design Incubator Initiative will organize a movie screening of “Let’s use. 
The history of Polish design”, which will be opened with a discussion. 
What makes Polish design unique? How is its history connected to the 
history of Poland and why should we be proud of it. What makes us 
reach for it now saying that it’s elements are design icons? All of that 
can be seen in the movie Let’s use: The history of Polish design. The 
meeting with Małgorzata Olimpia Świderska who made the movie, will 
be led by Rafał Tarnarzewski, the creator of the idea, and the Design 
Incubator Initiative. 

18:00–20:30 Art workshops for children “Dizzy with colors – the world 
of kids’ stained glass”; ages 5–14; place: education room 
1st floor

18:00–24:00 Permanent exhibition viewing “A Gallery of Famous 
Wrocławians” and “The Art of Wrocław’s Goldsmiths”

20:00–22:00 Movie screening Let’s use: the history of Polish design, 
a discussion with Małgorzata Olimpia Świderska and guests 
about the film and the history of Polish design 

 
 
Reservations: 2–11 May, rejestracjafilmnm2019wroclaw@gmail.
com
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MUSEUMS

The City Museum of Wrocław. 
The Henryk Tomaszewski Museum of Theater
pl. Wolności 7A tel 71 712 71 70
mmw.pl muzeum@mmw.pl

18:00–24:00

The Museum invites visitors to see the permanent exhibition for which 
Henryk Tomaszewski’s apartment has been reconstructed. The exhibition 
includes Henryk Tomaszewski’s legendary collection of his beloved dolls 
and other toys, costumes, and props used in the performances. 
It will also be the last day of the temporary exhibition “Anka Łoś: 
Photography” which is a collection of photographs documenting the 
plays in Wrocław’s theaters that the reporter took between 1999 and 
2006.

18:00–24:00 Permanent exhibition viewing “Henryk Tomaszewski’s Apart-
ment”

18:00–24:00 Closing of the exhibition “Anka Łoś. Photography”
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MUSEUMS

Mineralogical Museum of the University of Wrocław  
in the name of prof. Kazimierz Maślankiewicz

Cybulskiego 30 tel 71 375 92 06
muzmin.ing.uni.wroc.pl muz.min@uwr.edu.pl

10:00–23:00

The Mineralogical Museum of the University of Wrocław opens its 
exhibitions “Minerals of the World” and “Minerals of Poland”. During 
Museum Night the Museum organizes workshops for children entitled 
“The Properties of Minerals – the Key to Recognizing Stones” (addressed 
to elementary school students from IV to VIII grade). 
As an additional attraction a mini-fair of minerals, rocks, fossils, and 
meteorites, as well as cutting shows of agates and other stones are 
organized in co-operation with the Polish Society of the Friends of 
Earth Sciences.

10:00–13:00 A mineralogical workshop for children entitled “The Proper-
ties of Minerals – the Key to Recognizing Stones” in groups 
of up to 15 people, according to the following schedule:

 – 10:00–11:00 – 1st group – grades IV–VI  
 – 12:00–13:00 – 2nd group – grades VII–VIII 

10:00–20:00 Mini-fair of minerals as well as cutting shows of agates and 
other stones on the campus courtyard and the rotunda near 
the entrance to the museum

14:00–23:00 Exhibitions are open for viewing 

 Reservations: 13–17 May, by phone (10:00–15:00)
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MUSEUMS

National Museum in Wrocław
pl. Powstańców Warszawy 5 tel 71 372 51 48
mnwr.pl marketing@mnwr.pl

16:00–24:00

The exquisite armor of a Japanese Samurai or a silk blue dress? This 
year the National Museum in Wrocław amongst all available exhibitions, 
especially recommends the one located in the Museum’s attic which 
hides real treasures! During the guided tour of the exhibit “Wonder-
Makers” we will listen to the history of fashion which will be illustrated 
by the presented exhibits. After that, we will go outside to illuminate 
the night with Chinese lights. Workshops for the youngest ones will 
also be available.

16:00–24:00 Museum opening hours 

16:30 “Old fashion versus contemporary fashion – unusual sets” 
an art game for children aged 6–12, gathering in the entrance 
hall 

18:00 “Fashion gallery”– guided tour of the Wonder-Makers exhi-
bition where you can try on a Japanese outfit, gathering in 
the entrance hall 

19:00 Disappearing selfie – a meeting with Jakub Koźniewski from 
the panGenerator group by the “hash2ash” installation

20:00 “The secrects of Orient told by night” – guided tour of the 
Wonder-Makers exhibition and lighting up Chinese happiness 
lights, gathering at the entrance hall 

 Reservations: from 13 May, edukacja@mnwr.pl or by phone
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MUSEUMS

Oder Museum –  
Foundation of the Open Museum of Technology

Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27 tel 882 116 779
fomt.pl nadbor@fomt.pl

18:00–23:00

The Oder Museum – Foundation of the Open Museum of Technology 
(FOMT) invites you to see the historic vessels of the Oder Museum, 
a steamer, the engine room of a crane, cargo steamer Irena, and the 
pusher Krab. On the boats we will also show photography and museum 
piece exhibitions. Additional attractions include: 
- FOMT films about the Odra river 
- multimedia presentations 
- cruises with a ferry boat on the avantport Szczytniki
- remote control steered models’ show
- art and modelling workshops for children. 

18:00–23:00 Museum opening hours

18:00–19:30 Art and modelling workshops for children under 10  

 Reservations: by 10 May, by e-mail
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MUSEUMS

Pan Tadeusz Museum 
Kamienica pod Złotym Słońcem, Rynek 6 tel 71 755 06 54
muzeumpanatadeusza.ossolineum.pl edukacja@ossolineum.pl

17:00–24:00

The Museum of Pan Tadeusz is a unique place with a beautiful interior 
and an impressive exhibition full of unique objects and multimedia. The 
romantic exposition about Polish history has been connected to the 
story of contemporary heroes – Jan Nowak-Jeziorański and Władysław 
Bartoszewski. Two parts of the exhibition “The manuscript of Pan 
Tadeusz” and “Mission: Poland” as well as many exceptional attractions 
– calligraphy workshops, screenings in the Museum’s cinema, and family 
meetings with a virtual time traveller.

17:00–24:00  Permanent exhibition tours “The Manuscript of ‘Pan Tadeusz’”, 
“Mission: Poland”, “The Books of Pan Tadeusz”, and the 
temporary exhibition “Tadeusz Różewicz in the lense of Adam 
Hawałej”

17:00–24:00 Calligraphy workshops at the courtyard of the Tenament 
house “Under the Golden Sun”

17:00–20:00,  21:00–23:00 
 Roman Tyczek – Virtual time-traveller and his stories. A meet-

ing for children. The “Tunnel of impressions”

17:00–23:00 Screenings in the museum cinema – archival animated films 
(screenings start every hour, limited places, tickets available 
on the day of the event)

17:00–18:00 “Light creators” – workshops for children aged 7–12 

 Reservations: from 20 April, zapisy@ossolineum.pl
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MUSEUMS

The Museum of Post and Telecommunication  
in Wrocław

Krasińskiego 1 tel 71 343 67 65
muzeum.wroclaw.pl sekretariat@muzeum.wroclaw.pl

16:00–23:00

During Museum Night you are welcome to visit the new temporary 
exhibition: “On the way – two centuries: from a postal carriage to a car”. 
As part of the exhibition we have prepared a lecture on 18th and 19th 
century travels during which we will recall famous globetrotters and 
their relationships. Another event will be family workshops with postmen 
as a theme. The permanent exibitions are also open for viewing – they 
are devoted to the history of the Polish post and telecommunication. 
You are also welcome to see unique horse drawn postal carriages 
presented in the museum. 

16:00–23:00  Exhibitions open for viewing 

17:00 “In the hatmakers studio: the history of the postman’s hats” 
– family workshops for ages 8 to 14 

20:00 “On the old postal trail” – a lecture on 19th and 20th century 
travels 

 

 Reservations: 1–16 May, by phone
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MUSEUMS

Museum of Natural History University of Wrocław
Sienkiewicza 21 tel 71 375 41 45
muzeum-przyrodnicze.uni.wroc.pl mp@uwr.edu.pl

17:00–22:00

The Museum of Natural History was created by joining the old zoological, 
botanical, and herbal (Herbarium) museums. At first it was located in 
the main building of the University on the University Square. From the 
beginning, it collected museum pieces for the needs of science, education, 
and generally accessible exhibitions. The collections were moved to 
the current building, built especially for the Museum, in 1904. 
On Museum Night, three permanent exhibitions will be open for viewing: 
“The world of animals”, “Insects and man”, and “The world of plants”. 

17:00–22:00 Exhibitions open for viewing (last entry at 21:00)
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MUSEUMS

The Museum of Engineering and Chemical Military 
Departments in Wrocław

Obornicka 108 tel 261 657 423
muzeumwl.pl sekretariat.wroclaw@muzeumwl.pl

18:00–1:00

The museum will show the permanent exhibition “The Evolutionary 
Development of the Military’s Engineering and Chemical Engineering 
Departments”. A temporary exhibition commemorating the 100 years 
of regaining independence by Poland entitled “For the independence, 
the entirety and freedom of our Fatherland! We’re asking you Lord...” 
We will also show a presentation by a historical re-enactment group 
from the foundation Militarni Wrocław.

18:00–1:00 Exhibitions’ opening hours
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MUSEUMS

Wrocław Contemporary Museum
pl. Strzegomski 2a tel 71 356 42 57
muzeumwspolczesne.pl mww@muzeumwspolczesne.pl

16:00–24:00

The program at the Wrocław Contemporary Museum includes: guided 
tours of the exhibitions “Ignacy Czwartos. The Polish painter”, “States 
of focus”, and “Beata Stankiewicz-Szczerbik. Superpositions”. For children 
– but not only – the museum will offer a game with an interactive 
installation by Patrycja Mastej and Magdalena Skowrońska “Dreamagining”; 
a photo-booth in which you can take a selfie inspired by the exhibitions; 
a hypnotizing concert We Will Fail (by Aleksandra Grünholz) on the 
rooftop of the museum and free-of-charge entry to all permanent and 
temporary exhibitions.

16:15 The opening of Museum NIght by the Museum’s director 
Andrzej Jarosz, level 1

16:00–24:00 Dreamagining – interactive exhibition, ages 2 and up, level 2

16:00–24:00 Free-of-charge temporary and permanent exhibition vewing

17:00–21:00 Photobooth for everyone. Be inspired by the exhibitions and 
record your own interpretation in your own photo- 
graphs 

17:00 Guided tour of the exhibition “Ignacy Czwartos: The Polish 
painter”, level 0

18:30 Guided tour of the exhibition “States of focus”, level 3 and 4

20:00 Guided tour of the exhibition “Beata Stankiewicz-Szczerbik. 
Superpositions”, level 5

21:00–22:00 Concert We Will Fail (Aleksandra Grünholz), the Museum’s 
rooftop
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MUSEUMS

Department of The Mineralogical Museum 
University of Wrocław  

in the name of prof. Kazimierz Maślankiewicz 
Kuźnicza 22 tel 71 375 26 68

muzmin.ing.uni.wroc.pl muz.min@uwr.edu.pl

10:00–23:00

The University of Wrocław’s Mineralogical Museum branch located at 
Kuźnicza Street 22 will open the following exhibitions free of charge: 
Polish minerals, Gemstones and decorative stones, Meteorites, Agates 
of the Kaczawskie Mountains, Minerals of the Strzegom pegmatites, 
Minerals of the Piława Górna pegmatites, Minerals of Eastern Bavaria, 
From Stones to Paintings – a thing about mineral pigments.

10:00–23:00 Museum opening hours
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MUSEUMS

The Four Domes Pavilion  
Museum of Contemporary Art
Wystawowa 1 tel 71 712 71 81
mnwr.pl edukacja.pawilon@mnwr.art.pl

16:00–24:00

Internet investigation and robots in the Four Domes Pavilion – this year 
we are hosting the main exposition of the jubilee edition of Media Art 
Biennale WRO 2019 HUMAN ASPECT. 
Do you want to see a pioneering cyber scupture or a Artificial Intelligence 
robot being grown in a jar? Or perhaps you are curious how trees 
communicate? These are only a few of the many presented installations. 
You will be able to listen to curators and educators talking about various 
art pieces at the permanent exhibition. Will we be able to decipher the 
secrets of contemporary art? 

17:00–18:00 How do we decipher contemporary art? – Justyna Oleksy 
will talk about five art pieces selected from the permanent 
exhibition

18:30–19:30 How do we decipher contemporary art? – Iwona Gołaj will 
talk about five art pieces selected from the permanent ex-
hibition

19:30–20:30 A walk through the exhibition for the Media Art Biennale 
WRO 2019 HUMAN ASPECT – a meeting with the curator

20:30–21:30 How do we decipher contemporary art? – Agata Iżykowska-
-Uszczyk will talk about five art pieces selected from the 
permanent exhibition
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MUSEUMS

Social Military Museum (in organization) –  
Fort Wrocław 9 

Pełczyńska 33 tel 603 634 446, 691 563 329
fortwroclaw9@gmail.com

16:00–22:00

Fort No. 9 is a part of the 19th-century ring fortification. The main task 
of the soldiers who were stationed there was to unload the cargo at 
the Osobowice station. It is a monument of military fortification art. 
The main shelter is connected with a network of unexplored military 
objects... 
During Museum Night the visitors can sightsee the Infantry Fort. The 
program also includes photo exhibitions of the Maginot Line and 
Wrocław Structures and the military equipment exhibition in the main 
shelter. The outdoor exhibition, “Military Engineering Structures” is 
where you can see one-person reinforced concrete shelters from the 
2nd World War used for observation and protection purposes during 
air bombings. The Poznań reconstruction group will present a diorama 
of “Kreuz 1914”. 
An outdoor camp by the association “Fortress Wrocław” (which gathers 
lovers of military vehicles and history) and the BTR 46 Museum, will 
present vehicles and weapons. As it’s become tradition, 50 reconstructors 
will stage a reconstruction and the event will be finalized with a concert 
entitled “Gdy piosenka szła do wojska” (When the song went to the 
army).

16:00–19:30, 20:30–22:00 
 Guided tours of the Fort every 15 minutes 

18:00 Games 

19:45–20:30 Break in the touring – reconstruction play
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20 Mieszczański Brewery 
Hubska 44 tel 502 263 498
browar.wroc.pl marcin.wiktorski@browar.wroc.pl 

16:00–22:00

The Mieszczański Brewery invites you to its cultural events including: 
- Photography Festival “Two Poles of Photography” – multiple photography 

exhibitions and presentations including but not limited to: Dorota 
Skowrońska, Aleksandra Dębska “Universe fugitives”, Agnieszka 
Przybyłowicz “Yes to the dreams, no to the dreams”, Jakub Radziejewski 
“Where skylarks die” – diaporama of photographs from Chernobyl, 
Marcin Osman “Asia is my home”, Paweł Piaskiewicz “Little Marys”, an 
exhibition of Jeleniogórska Strefa Fotografii “Triptych”, Krzysztof 
Niewiadomski “NYC – imagined-recorded”, Antonina Lasota “Not 
more, not less”, Łukasz Gawroński 

- Arguments – an exhibition of works by young sculptors from the 
Academy of Art and Design in Wrocław

- Łukasz Gawroński – outdoor photography exhibition
- Maciej Albrzykowski – sculpture exhibition 
- culinary photography exhibition as part of the food truck festival 

Wrocław Meat-Eating Place
- “Safari” – an exhibition by the international group White Light Collective; 

a retrospective of selected actions of the group from the last 3 years 
as an encouragement for other photographers to start projects together

- presentation by a craft studio REXTORN METALWORK and gallery 
COPPER CAVE which are located on the Brewery’s premises.

16:00–22:00 Mieszczański Brewery opening hours
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WRO Art Center
Widok 7 tel 71 343 32 40

wrocenter.pl, wro2019.wrocenter.pl info@wrocenter.pl

12:00–24:00

e x o n e m o, Reincarnation of Media Art
At Biennale WRO you will experience a spatial installation designed as 
an interactive platform for presenting media art history. 
Over the years maintaining works of this kind is becoming more difficult. 
Instead of storing (regenerating) technical elements of particular art 
works, the exhibition-platform proposes a very peculiar approach, which 
deliberates the “death” of artworks and the possibility of their 
“reincarnation” in the future by the use of unconventional methods...

12:00–24:00  Guided tours of the exhibition
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FOTO-GEN Gallery of Culture and Art Centre  
in Wrocław
pl. Nankiera 8 tel 71 344 78 40
okis.pl/galeria-foto-gen-2 galeria.foto-gen@okis.pl

11:00–24:00

“Theory and Art”, Stefan Wojnecki.  
Curator: Manfred Bator. An exhibition created together with 
Gallery FF – Photography Forum in Łódź
An individual exhibition of photographs by Stefan Wojnecki, one of the 
most important contemporary Polish artists and theoreticians. At the 
exhibition the artist will present works from the most significant cycles 
from decades of his work and illustrations including fragments of texts 
by Wojnecki on the medium of photography. 
Professor Stefan Wojnecki was born in 1929 in Poznań. A photographer 
and theoretician of photography, an organizer of exhibitions and symposia, 
since 1978 he has been a lecturer at the Poznań PWSSP (currently UAP). 
Awarded with a Gold Medal “Gloria Artis Culture Merit” (2007), a Medal 
of the National Education Committee (2000), Cavalier Cross of the 
Order of the Rebirth of Poland (2014), and many others.

11:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours
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4MARA Gallery
Grodzka 5 tel 734 485 403

4mara.com galeria@4mara.com

12:00–24:00

4MARA is the art of Marina Czajkowska. It is the kind of art that is 
a combination of high and applied art as well as of the graphic arts and 
crafts. The artist works in Lower Silesia, where in Wrocław, in the heart 
of the Old Town, at 5 Grodzka Street she has her own gallery.
During Museum Night, every visitor can create his/her own work of 
art – an image. We have prepared the canvas and paints to maintain 
the energy of Museum Night longer. Every hour there will also be 
a guided tour and a lecture about the artist and her vision.

12:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours

16:00–16:15, 18:00–18:15, 19:00–19:15, 20:00–20:15,  
21:00–21:15, 22:00–22:15, 23:00–23:15 
 Guided tour of the Gallery and a lecture about the artist and 

her vision
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Archiglass Gallery „Szopa Jazowa” 
Pasterska 3a (exit by the Trzebnicki Bridges)  
tel 508 098 288, 508 098 579
archiglass.com.pl archiglass@gmail.com

18:00–24:00

The gallery Szopa Jazowa (Dam Barn gallery) of the Archiglass studio 
by Wrocław’s famous artist Tomasz Urbanowicz – the gallery is only 
opened for interested visitors by previous appointment. 
The gallery shows artworks made of glass by Tomasz Urbanowicz and 
his son Konrad Urbanowicz. In the artists’ studio above the gallery, 
visitors will have the special opportunity to take a peek at the secrets 
of creating large format artistic glass. You are welcome to join the artists 
on a path from the workshop to the gallery and see how unique glass 
artwork is created. 

18:00–24:00 Gallery open to visitors 
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BB Gallery
Jatki 3–6 tel 607 610 691

galeriabb.com galeria@galeriabb.com

11:00–24:00 

“Dizzy with crystals” – an exhibition by Magdalena Pejga, Elżbieta 
and Sebastian Pietkiewicz 
Along with the craze for the 60s, crystals are back in favor. They used 
to be hard to get and now pose quite a challenge for artists as it is 
much more difficult to design dishes out of crystals than out of regular 
sodium glass.
Elżbieta and Sebastian Pietkiewicz design modest, minimalist, and 
functional forms of crystal glass. Magdalena Pejga recycles old crystal 
glass objects and creates imaginative, chalices, candle holders, and 
carafs. 

11:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours

17:00–19:00 “Dizzy with crystals” – exhibition opening and a meeting 
with the artists
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BWA Wrocław Główny Gallery
Piłsudskiego 105 (a mezzanine on Wrocław’s main train station) 
bwa.wroc.pl info@bwa.wroc.pl

15:00–22:00

Exhibition “We will all meet at the same place” 
At the exhibition, we will look at how sound and movement can be 
perceived in the context of experimental art phenomena. The invited 
artists will touch upon audio imagery, sound memory, sound perception, 
and various modes of attention such as deep and distracted listening. 
Sound objects, installations, and other forms of audiovisual messages 
will be reinterpreted through performative actions, opening them up 
to issues related to movement and gesture. 

15:00–22:00 Gallery opening hours

19:00 Anna Nowicka perfomance entitled “Oneiric walk” as part 
of her choreographic mini-residency “Common dream book”
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DiA Gallery
Bolesława Chrobrego 23 tel 510 984 447

diaartdesign.com biuro@diainteriors.pl

14:00–24:00 

Tensions, contrasts, opposites – emotional – an exhibition of objects 
on the borderline of painting and sculpture – Andrzej Matras.

14:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours

19:00 Opening of the painting exhibition by Andrzej Matras ‘’Ab-
stractions”
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Dizajn BWA Wrocław Gallery 
Świdnicka 2–4 tel 71 790 11 93
bwa.wroc.pl dizajn@bwa.wroc.pl

15:00–24:00

An exhibition by Buck.Studio “5!” – as part of the exhibition a premiere 
of an installation entitled “Żyjnia”
The presentation of the 6th installation of Wrocław’s designer duo 
Dominika Buck and Paweł Buck – Buck.Studio – will show its installation 
“Żyjnia” (Living space), designed specially for the interior of Dizajn BWA 
Gallery Wrocław. This space invites us to rest for a moment in the 
center of the city, inspired by the nostalgic atmosphere of spa resorts 
and mountain spring palaces. We will look at the exhibition and listen 
to old songs, sipping on healthy herbal infusions. 

15:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours

18:00–22:00 A dance for all generations at “Żyjnia”
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Entropia Gallery
Rzeźnicza 4 tel 71 344 46 34

entropia.art.pl, www.wro2019.wrocenter.pl entropia@entropia.art.pl

17:00–22:00

“Daily Data Orchestra” – listening to data 
The data found in the archives of the Polish Radio include dates and 
times when many people entered their data records at the same time. 
The data allows us to reconstruct a daily rhythm of each of the people. 
You are invited to see a generative installation by Dorota Błaszczak 
created as part of Media Art Biennale WRO 2019, which will allow you 
to hear two time realities: the process of entering data and its algorithmic 
use at the exhibition.

17:00–22:00 Guided tours of the exhibition 
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The ArtBrut Gallery and Studio,  
The World of Hope Association
Ruska 46A tel 507 431 127
swiatnadziei.org, artbrut.com.pl swiatnadziei@wp.pl

18:00–23:00

“ArtBrut in progress” sums up 10 years of the Gallery and ArtBrut Studio 
in Wrocław. You will be able to see works created between 2009 and 
2019. The Gallery will display its rich archives and present its collection 
which has been growing organically over the years. The many topics 
taken up by the artists reflect the diversity of the techniques they use: 
drawing, painting, comic book art, graphic design, spatial objects, and 
as well as new media – digital photography and video art experiments. 

18:00–23:00 Gallery and Studio Art Brut opens to visitors

18:30–19:00 Opening of an exhibition entitled “ArtBrut in progress”

19:00–20:30 A meeting with art brut and outsider artists and a curator-
guided tour of the exhibition – Jacek Zachodny 
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M Gallery
Świdnicka 38A tel 71 342 44 96

galeriam.com hello@galeriam.com

12:00–24:00

Planetarium IV is the newest release of the project by Cracovian painter 
Katarzyna Adamek-Chase which so far has been shown in Lublin, Łódź, 
and Cracow. The artist addresses Stanisław Lem’s literature; she explores 
his prose, constructs imagined, sometimes abstract worlds, in which 
ever more bravely she gets away from the text interpretation in order 
to focus on the mood and the depths of the metaphors of the message. 

12:00–24:00 Gallery open to visitors 

20:00 Exhibition opening and a meeting with the artist Katarzyna 
Adamek-Chase
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Piecownia Art Gallery 
Władysława Łokietka 9 tel 502 324 048
piecownia.com.pl, facebook.com/Piecownia piecownia.set@gmail.com

12:00–24:00

The opening of the exhibition of ceramic works by Mariusz Szewczyk 
entitled “Thoughts from a hat” will introduce us into the artist’s magical 
world. During the opening we have planned a musical surprise for the 
visitors. You are welcome to visit the entire Piecownia gallery – during 
our Musuem Night we will hold ceramics workshops “The magic of clay 
forming” to show you a few simple tricks for how to make clay figures. 
Everyone is welcome to take part in the workshops – children, youth, 
elderly, and entire families are very welcome.

12:00–24:00 “Thoughts from a hat” exhibition and Piecownia gallery tour

15:00–20:00 Ceramics workshops for everyone “The magic of clay form-
ing”

18:00–19:00 “Thoughts from a hat” exhibition opening; art by Mariusz 
Szewczyk. The artist will present unique sculptures made of 
grog clay. The works stand out thanks to their rich form as 
well as their fairytale and magic world

18:15–18:30 Music surprise
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SiC! BWA Wrocław Gallery 
pl. Kościuszki 9/10 tel 71 784 39 00

bwa.wroc.pl sic@bwa.wroc.pl

15:00–22:00 

An exhibition by JeschkeLanger artist duo entitled “One doesn’t move 
without the other: Hospitality versus space”
How to understand the world nowadays, in the times of faster and 
faster global forms of communication, and at the same time stay open? 
How to welcome another person with respect and at the same time, 
pay the price one pays for diversity? How do you build a society based 
on solidarity and friendship? Marie Jeschke and Anja Langer work in 
many media, but the plateau of their mutual understanding is glass – 
the transparent space for cooperation, enabling new economy of 
exchange.

15:00–22:00 Gallery opening hours

16:00 Curator-guided tour of the exhibition – curator Barbara 
Śliwińska

19:00 Curator-guided tour of the exhibition in – curator Barbara 
Śliwińska with the artists’ presence 
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Studio BWA Wrocław Gallery
Ruska 46A/301 III piętro
bwa.wroc.pl studio@bwa.wroc.pl

12:00–22:00

Exhibition “ACCESS – 5. The Best Graduation Diplomas of the Media 
Art Department” as part of the Media Art Biennale WRO 2019
This is the 5th edition of The Best Graduation Diplomas of the Media 
Art Department organized by the WRO Art Center together with the 
Eugeniusz Geppert Academy of Art and Design in Wrocław. The exhibition 
comprises the best diplomas selected by the contest jury from eight 
public art universities in Poland: Cracow, Warsaw, Szczecin, Łódź, 
Katowice, Poznań, Gdańsk, and Wrocław.

12:00–22:00 Gallery opening hours

17:00, 21:00 Curator-guided tours of the exhibition
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Platon Contemporary Art Gallery
Krupnicza 13 tel 71 797 02 50, 512 196 954, 533 970 250

platon.pl galeria@platon.pl

12:00–20:00

“Art is trendy”
You are welcome to take part in a guided tour of the exhibition of Art 
Gallery Platon during which we will talk about contemporary trends in 
contemporary Polish art and about the artists who work with the Gallery.

12:00–20:00 Gallery opening hours 

14:00, 16:00, 18:00 
 Guided tour of the Gallery’s exhibition
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Tętno Art Gallery
Jatki 12–13 tel 692 392 568
galeriatetno@gmail.com

19:00–23:00

“Broken” – the exhibition of works by Martyna Zaradkiewicz
“Broken” is a story of relationships, longing, and breakup. The artist 
presents installations and paintings, which she forms into planet systems 
and constellations.
Martyna Zaradkiewicz – in 2013 graduated from the M. Grzegorzewska 
Institute of Artistic Education of the Academy of Special Education in 
Warsaw. She has done a few individual and group exhibitions, she likes 
to get engaged in events and art projects. She mainly works with 
ceramics and painting.

19:00–23:00 Gallery opening hours

19:00 “Broken” – exhibition opening 
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Arttrakt Contemporary Art Gallery
Ofiar Oświęcimskich 1/1 tel 502 581 905

arttrakt.pl galeria@arttrakt.pl

18:00–23:00

“Who let the dogs out”. Artists: Żukowski, Wałaszek, Dydo, Sroka, 
Grzyb, Ciepielewska, Konopka, Welter, Krawiec, Czycz, Bańda, Mazur, 
Rigall, Dobecka, Olma, Liput, Kopytko, Grzybacz, Wajda 
The Arttrakt Gallery will be crowded with small and large animals, beasts, 
and hybrids of species. Apart from these mutants and fantastic creatures 
there will also be some that resemble wild and domestic animals. This 
artistic bestiarium will be a review of types and species in which we 
will be able to see metaphors of human features and characters.

18:00–23:00 Gallery opening hours
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Kowalscy Contemporary Art Gallery
Jatki 15 tel 71 344 58 35
galeriakowalski.eu galeriakowalski@tlen.pl

11:00–22:00

As part of Museum Night, the gallery invites visitors to the closing of 
an exhibition of works by Anna Nesteruk, the graduate of the Academy 
of Arts and Design in Wrocław. 
“In between...” is a cycle of the newest paintings by the artist presenting 
a search for harmony between the worlds of emotions, reality, and the 
undisclosed truths about human beings. 

11:00–22:00 Gallery opening hours 

17:00–19:00 Meeting with the artist during the exhibition closing
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The Artistic Weaving Gallery „Na Jatkach”
Jatki 19–23 tel 71 344 38 78

gt.ct8.pl ewapw@op.pl

17:00–22:00

The Tkacka Gallery at Jatki invites the visitors to see an exhibition by 
the stage designer, illustrator, and painter Danuta Węgrzyn-Kopczyńska 
“The footprints of emotions”. The abstract works are the “mirrors of 
her soul”. The artist, in a liberal and unconstrained way, applied her 
emotions to the canvas – affections, longings, excitements, sorrows, 
and most of all hopes – which she collected over the years. The painters 
motto are the words of Gustav Klimt “Whoever wants to know something 
about me, ought to look carefully at my pictures [...]”.

17:00–22:00  Gallery opening hours
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TYC ART Transit Gate Gallery
Ruska 46A/007 tel 608 815 848, 663 257 021 
galeria@tycartglass.com

17:00–22:00

DO NOT DOZE OFF! Come flying with your children and see our glass 
studio. COME and get GLUED TO THE GLASS at the glasswork work- 
shops which are organized for Museum Night. Sit on the EXPERIMENTAL 
PUFF by Andrzej Dakszewicz during its first presentation and take part 
in “consumer tests”.

17:00–22:00 Presentation of “Experiemental PUFF” by Andrzej Daksze- 
wicz

17:00–18:00 Glas work workshops 

19:00–20:00 Glasswork workshops 

21:00–22:00 Glasswork workshops 

During the breaks 
 Drum sessions (we will do traditional drumming)
 

 Reservations: 1–13 May, by phone or e-mail; children under 
7 years old – with support of an adult 
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Versus Gallery
Jatki 11 tel 602 523 157

versusgaleria.com, facebook.com/GaleriaVersus  
galeriaversus@gmail.com

10:00–23:00

“The Unbearable Lightness of Being” – exhibition of works by Grzegorz 
Radziewicz
The exhibition presents a cycle of graphic art and paintings revolving 
around the theme of time, passing, and death. The works look as if they 
are old, faded, yellowed, and slightly tarnished photographs – they take 
us to the nonexisting – because it exists only in the images – past. The 
artist shows worlds that have long passed: old structures, machines, 
events, people, who in fact never existed. The most recognizable symbol 
of the exhibition is the motif of enormous zeppelins which make the 
journey and exploring new, undiscovered realms possible. 

10:00–23:00 Gallery opening hours

18:00 Opening of the exhibition “The Unbearable Lightness of 
Being”

19:00 Screening of a film about Grzegorz Radziewicz (Jatki alley)
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iP Studio 
Ruska 46A IV piętro tel 693 345 466 
identityproblemgroup.com identityproblemgroup@gmail.com

17:00–22:00

IP Group + Wrocław Pantomime Theater + 18. Media Art Biennale 
WRO 2019 HUMAN FACTOR
A premiere presentation of an experimental installation referring to the 
best traditions of the Wrocław avant garde. It is the result of the inspiring 
cooperation of the legendary Wrocław Pantomime Theater with the IP 
Group – a creative collective producing audiovisual environments. The 
new project at the IP Studio is made to commemorate the 100th birthday 
of Henryk Tomaszewski and it is based on the individual experience of 
actors who had the chance to work with the creator of Wrocław’s 
pantomime. The actors of Wrocław Pantomime Theater include: Artur 
Borkowski, Agnieszka Kulińska, Anna Nabiałkowska, and Zbigniew 
Szymczyk.
IP Group runs the IP Studio in Wrocław – it is an open studio, a space 
for shows on the borders of sound, visual, and performative arts. The 
collective includes: Bogumił Misala, Jakub Lech, and Piotr Choromański.

17:00 Opening of the installation as part of 18. Media Art Biennale 
WRO 2019 HUMAN FACTOR 

22:00 The end of the installation’s presentation
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Lower Silesian Division of ZPAF –  
Behind the Wardrobe Gallery

św. Marcina 4 
zpaf.wroclaw.pl

11:00–24:00

Stanisław Kulawiak “Street relationships” – photography exhibition 
The photographs that Stanisław Kulawiak shows under the title Street 
relationships were taken between 1990–2016 and are a continuation 
of his work from 1974–1989 (summed up in his album On the peripheries 
of PRL. The main focus of his art is documenting scenes related to 
customs of everyday life. He finds pleasure in fishing out the paradoxes 
and contrasts arising from civilization changes and from the superimposing 
of behaviors related to various levels of life.

11:00–24:00 Gallery opening hours
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OP ENHEiM 
pl. Solny 4 tel 71 302 69 71
openheim.org visit@openheim.org

19:00–22:00

OP ENHEIM is a cultural space which covers the gallery on the first 
floor of the historical tenament house and Herz Salon – a beautiful 
attic with a terrace overlooking the Old Town – a place for meetings, 
talks, and concerts. During Museum Night, we welcome you to take 
a guided tour of the Oppenheims’ old house which is now the home 
of the Foundation. The Foundation’s goal is to support contemporary 
art by developing cooperation between institutions in Wrocław, Berlin, 
and other cities in Europe. 

19:00–19:30, 19:45–20:15, 20:30–21:00, 21:15–21:30, 21:45–22:00 
 Guided tours of the tenament house and the temporary 

exhibition in our gallery 

  

 Reservations: 6–13 May, by e-mail – title NOC MUZEOW; 
your reservation will be confirmed
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Rosochate Printmaking Studio
pl. Staszica 50 tel 790 501 400 

rosochate.pl studio@rosochate.pl

17:00–22:00

The newly opened Rosochate Printmaking Studio invites visitors to the 
artistic center of Nadodrze to unique printmaking workshops powered 
by travel and time. The participants will make aquafort matrixes inspired 
by the unique interior of the Nadodrze Train Station and then will make 
prints on graphic paper – at the end of the workshop they will have 
two prints and a matrix to take home. Additional attractions include an 
exhibition of graphic art by Justyna Patecka-Lasek and an open day at 
the studio.

17:00–22:00 Open day of Roscochate Studio, graphic art exhibitio

18:00–19:00 Printmaking workshops for children aged 8 to 13 years  
old 

19:30–21:00 Printmaking workshops for adults 

 Reservations: 15 April – 15 May on our Facebook page or by 
phone; groups up to 10 people
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Vivid Gallery 
pl. Kościuszki 4 tel 665 920 513
vividgallery.pl agnieszka.blaszczyszyn@vividgallery.pl

11:00–24:00

Zdzisław Beksiński – a famous artist who created one of the most 
original artpieces of contemporary art. The story of his life, although 
well studied, still hides many interesting and undiscovered facts. Let’s 
meet to talk about them at the Vivid Gallery, after the screening of 
a short movie by Katarzyna Łęcka Pars pro toto at the Lower Silesia 
Film Center. At the Vivid Gallery we will open an exhibition of art by 
that great artist – the event under the patronage of the History Museum 
in Sanok which is the official beneficiary of Zdzisław Beksiński’s art and 
the only owner of the full copyrights.

18:00 Dolnośląskie Centrum Filmowe (Piłsudskiego 64A):
 – short film Pars pro toto dir. Katarzyna Łęckia. A not very 
well-known episode from Beksiński’s life, who at the end of 
his life, lonely and ill, meets an equally lonely physiotherapist 
which gives them both some hope...

19:00 Vivid Gallery (pl. Kościuszki 4): 
 –  discussion with the creators of the film and the artist’s freinds: 
Lidia Puchalska, Katarzyna Łęcka, Paweł Dobrzycki and 
a discussion on: the image and heritage of Zbigniew Beksiński 
in new media – led by Kamil Śliwiński – an admirer and 
propagator of Beksiński’s art

 –  opening of the exhibition featuring collector’s photography, 
limited editions of computer-modified drawings and photo-
collages by Zdzisław Beksiński at Vivid Gallery

 
 The enthusiasts are welcome to join the transfer to the Four 

Domes Pavilion for sightseeing of the permanent exhibition 
of the artist’s sculptures
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Polish Poster Gallery
św. Mikołaja 54/55 tel 71 780 49 11

polishposter.com info@polishposter.com

18:00–23:59

“Posters in Wrocław – Wrocław in posters”
The exhibition covers about 40 posters related to events in Wrocław 
from 1960 to 2019. There are PRL propaganda posters and the newest 
ones issued by the Wrocław Poster Gallery. There are posters promoting 
theater, music, and film festivals, announcing public Wrocław-related 
holidays, promoting Wrocław, and cyclical events. Everything that has 
happened in Wrocław is reflected in 40 posters: Wrocław, its people, 
and cultural life.

18:00–23:59 Exhibition open to visitors
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Eugeniusz Geppert Academy of Art and Design  
in Wrocław – Festival of Painting
pl. Polski 3/4  
facebook.com/festiwalmalowania, asp.wroc.pl
festiwalmalowania5@gmail.com

16:00–24:00

The 5th Festival of Painting is an event organized by the Faculty of 
Painting and Sculpture of the E. Geppert Academy of Art and Design 
in Wrocław. For all of those who are interested in artistic experiences. 
During the 5th Festival of Painting the Academy will open its doors to 
the painting studios; shows and workshops presenting painting techniques 
and methods will also take place. 

Program for all ages

16:00–18:30 Large format painting – my favorite object; Studio 208

16:00–19:00 Workshops: 
 – Venetian technique; Studio: 204
 – city landscape; the academy courtyard
 – mural painting; Postument Gallery
 – Sgraffito with the use of contemporary mineral mortars; 
Pod Psem Gallery

16:00–20:00 Tours of painting studios

16:00–24:00 Movie and animation screenings; Za Szkłem Gallery

17:00–20:00 Workshops:
 – monotyping; Studio: 211
 – model painting study; Studio: 114

17:00–21:00 Drawing workshops; Studio: 112

18:00–20:00 Action painting, Studio: 111
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19:30 The opening of a post-contest exhibition organized by the 
Faculty of Painting and Sculpture of the E. Geppert Academy 
of Art and Design in Wrocław and Galeria Dominikańska; 
announcing the winners, the main lecture

20:00–22:00 Video show with live music; Studio: 209

20:00–23:00 Painting in virtual space; the area in front of the main lecture 

hall

Program for children

16:00–19:00 Face to face with art; the area in front of the main lecture 
hall

17:00–18:00 Read me a painting; the Senate room

Program for adults and youth

17:00–20:00 Vibrations of sound and the plane of artifacts; Studio: 113

18:00–21:00 Still nature with contrast; Studio: 212 

18:30–19:30 Lecture by Professor Paweł Jarodzki; the Senate room 

Program for adults

18:00–19:30 Body in movement; Room: 306M

18:00–20:00 Writing icons in the traditional egg yolk painting medium 
technique with gold on wooden painting supports; Studio: 325

20:00–22:00 A pinch of painting kitchen; Studio: 210 

20:00–21:30 Lecture: “The victory of Time over Love; on sensuality in 
painting”; Room: 306M

 
 
Reservations:  
Still nature with contrast – jnpracownia212@gmail.com

 A pinch of painting kitchen – mmarek80@o2.pl
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Eugeniusz Geppert Academy  
of Art and Design in Wrocław –  
The Science Circle of the Graphic Arts
pl. Polski 3/4
facebook.com/kngrafiki kngrafika@gmail.com

16:00–20:00

The Science Circle of the Graphic Arts Department invites all interested 
visitors and future students of the Academy to take part in workshops 
presenting the sugar gravure technique. During the workshops we will 
talk about the theory, and then each participant will create a matrix 
and make his or her own print. Families are welcome to take part in 
workshops introducing them to the world of gravure, letterpress, and 
screen printing.

16:00–18:00 Family workshops letterpress and gravure printing (children 
aged 8+) 

16:00–19:00 Sugar gravure printing workshops (participants aged  
17+) 

16:00–18:00 Screen printing for children workshops – group I (ages  
10+) 

18:00–20:00 Screen printing for children workshops – group II (ages  
10+) 

 
 
Reservations: from 6 May until full, by e-mail – title “Noc Muzeów 
2019”. Please indicate the name of the workshop, names, and 
ages of the participants in the e-mail
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Academy Radio LUZ
Wybrzeże Wyspiańskiego 27  

(Wrocław University of Science and Technology, building C8)  
tel 71 320 40 83

radioluz.pwr.edu.pl promo@radioluz.pwr.edu.pl

21:00–3:00

When you come to visit the studio of Academic Radio LUZ you will 
have a chance to see it from the inside, including our museum piece 
– the audiometric GIG AU-1 cabin from 1974 and quite modern 
broadcasting and production studios. Each visitor will have a chance 
to appear on air and for the less brave ones we will have workshops 
and voice emission games. You will become familiar with how a radio 
station is programed and how it is that we have a music library with  
over 30 thousand songs. Our station is created by over a 100 people 
but this time... we will not come to work at the same time to save some 
space for our visitors... We have prepared special voice exercises and 
games – our specialized staff is not afraid of even the most demanding 
few-year-olds :).

21:00–3:00 Radio Luz special program
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The Depot History Center
Grabiszyńska 184 tel 71 715 96 01
zajezdnia.org nocmuzeow@zajezdnia.org

16:00–24:00

The Depot History Center welcomes you to spend Museum Night with 
the history of Wrocław. Adult visitors will be able to see the main 
exhibition “Wrocław 1945–2016” individually or with a guide and the 
children can help them with the accompanying quizzes. Other attractions 
for our guests include: A postcard from the uprising created using virtual 
reality, screen printing workshops, arts and crafts, and a relaxation 
station. Our building will also become a live painting – after dark we 
will start a unique light show.

16:00–24:00 Individual tours of the exhibition “Wrocław 1945–2016” (last 
entry at 23:00)

16:00, 20:00, 22:00 
 Guided tours of the exhibition “Wrocław 1945–2016” in Pol-

ish, groups of up to 20 people 

18:00 Guided tours of the exhibition “Wrocław 1945–2016” in 
English, groups of up to 20 people 

16:00–24:00 Individual screenings of the movie A Postcard from the 
upraising, 12-year-olds and adults (last screening at 23:30)

16:00, 18:00 Screen printing workshops, groups of up to 15 people 

16:00–24:00 Arts and crafts games and a relaxation station for children

 Reservations: 10–16 May, by phone 
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Center of Culture Agora
Serbska 5a tel 71 326 15 31

ckagora.pl pola.fedyszyn@ckagora.pl

16:00–22:30

MERGING is the motto of this year’s Museum Night at the Center of 
Culture AGORA. The project is organized with the cooperation of the 
Ceramics and Glass Reconstruction and Renovation Department of the 
Academy of Art and Design in Wrocław. You are welcome to join us at 
the meeting filled with plenty of artistic events. During the workshops, 
presentations, and lectures, the students, graduates, and lecturers of 
the Academy will share their knowledge and skills in their field and 
present their works at an exhibition. We will learn about the secrets of 
precious china, see how colorful stained glass is made, and if a broken 
light bulb can be glued back together.

16:00–18:00 Workshops: Glass images – painting on glass; Animal – make 
your favorite animal out of clay; Mosaic – create a colorful 
artpiece with ceramic tiles; Form it – throw your own dish 
on a potter’s wheel; ages 6–12; outside the CK AGORA

16:00–18:00 Shows: China – a show of techniques of casting china prod-
ucts; Stained glass – stained glass techniques; Glass – pres-
entation of some elements how glass is preserved; painitng 
under glass – in the art studios

18:00 Exhibition opening – Merging – presentation of works by 
students from the only department in Poland that deals with 
glass and china preservation. The exhibition will include not 
only renovation works but also stained glass, paintings, china, 
and artistic glass

18:40–22:20 Presentations and lectures: a night meeting where we can 
learn about the details of preservation, archeology, stained 
glass, china, glass, and paintings
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Center for Jewish Culture and Education  
in the White Stork Synagogue
Włodkowica 5 tel 692 804 540
fbk.org.pl fbk@fbk.org.pl

21:45–1:00

The White Stork Synagogue will open its doors to visitors at 21:45 right 
after the end of Sabbath. During Museum Night you will be able to see 
the synagogue, mikveh (ritual baths) and the following exhibitions: 
“History reclaimed: The history of Jews in Wrocław and the Lower 
Silesia”, “Mechitza: Women in Yiddish culture”, “Jerusalem preserved”, 
and “Unfinished lives”. 
Moreover, the Bente Kahan Foundation has prepared three open lectures 
about the Jewish tradition and the history of Jewish artists who were 
creatively active during World War 2. 

21:45 The White Stork Synagogue opens for visitors

22:00 A meeting with Danielle Chaimovitz, who will talk about 
mikveh – a Jewish ritual bath 

23:00 A meeting with David Basok who will talk about the Jewish 
callendar and festivals

24:00 A lecture by Małgorzata Hućko about Jewish artists who 
were creatively active during the Holocaust
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CRZ Krzywy Komin
Dubois 33–35a tel 606 797 710

krzywykomin.pl pr@krzywykomin.pl

12:00–20:00

Exhibition “(P)Arty Hard”
On Museum Night, we would like to create a friendly meeting space in 
which we will be able to observe various approaches to art and present 
works by artists selected in the contest. We are convinced that there 
are so many voices and forms of expression that we do not want to set 
limits by dictating a theme or aesthetic form. You can expect graphic 
designs, painting, and spatial forms. The event will be a unique opportunity 
to familiarize yourself with what’s happening in contemporary Polish 
art.

12:00–20:00 “(P)Arty Hard” – exhibition viewing

17:00 “(P)Arty Hard” – opening of the exhibition 
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University of Lower Silesia
Strzegomska 55 tel 71 356 15 00
dsw.edu.pl

19:00–22:00

Exhibition “Place, sign, interpretation”
Interpretation of the city space is the inspiration for artistic and 
educational activities. These activities connect various areas of art – 
word, image, music, performance, and an educational game. The game 
we have prepared is dedicated to all those who are interested, it 
encourages inter-generation and inter-cultural dialogue during individual 
artistic creations such as building structures with special building blocks. 

19:30  “Place, sign, interpretation” – introduction, discussion: Maria 
Reut

20:00 “Form and detail – architecture and space composition” – 
workshops: Agata Gwizd-Leszczyńska (children, youth, and 
adults)

20:30 “Place, sign, interpretation” – exhibition opening of the 
students of modern art department Design now! (Gallery 55)

21:00  “Architectural patterns” – exhibition opening of spatial instal-
lations: Michał Chabielski

21:30 Performance – students of the University of Lower Silesia, 
curator: Monika Taras (Aula Theater)

22:00 “Architectural senses”– multimedia installation, visuals: 
Anita Szprych, live music: Marcin Gołębniak, students of the 
modern art department “Design now!”
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Lower Silesian Film Centre /  
Millennium Docs Against Gravity 

Piłsudskiego 64a tel 71 793 79 00
docsag.pl docsag.wroclaw@gmail.com

18:00, 22:00

16. Millennium Docs Against Gravity will show documentaries about 
art once more. 
Pars pro toto – the life story of Zdzisław Beksiński, although well studied, 
still hides many interesting and undiscovered facts. Let’s meet to talk 
about them at the Vivid Gallery where an exhibition of the artist’s art 
will take place, after the screening of a short movie by Katarzyna Łęcka 
at the Lower Silesia Film Center. 
The film Bauhaus Spirit presents the fascinating story of the innovative 
trend in art which started 100 years ago, but also presents the 
contemporary social and artistic projects which grew out of it. 

18:00 Pars pro toto, dir. Katarzyna Łęcka, screening room “Lwów” 

22:00 Bauhaus Spirit, dir. Niels Bolbrinker, Thomas Tielsch, screen-
ing room “Warszawa”
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Edith Stein House
Nowowiejska 38 tel 71 372 09 77, 730 939 303
edytastein.org.pl biuro@edytastein.org.pl

10:00–22:00

The Edith Stein House invites anyone who wants to see the place where 
today’s patroness of Europe used to live. Come and learn about her 
turbulent road of discovery concerning the sense and aim of life. She 
was an exceptional person, a saint who was ahead of her own time and 
today can be a guide to all people who are searching for something, 
who go through existential crises and who want fulfillment in their lives. 
You are also welcome to take part in workshops for children “Auntie 
Edith”. The program includes matzah baking and a competition.

10:00 “Auntie Edith” – workshops for children  

12:00 The history of the life and house of Edith Stein (movie 
screening and guided tour in Polish) 

14:00 The history of the life and house of Edith Stein (movie 
screening and guided tour in Italian) 

14:00 The history of the life and house of Edith Stein (movie 
screening and guided tour in English) 

18:00 The history of the life and house of Edith Stein (movie 
screening and guided tour in Polish) 

20:00 Israeli dancing – workshop  

 Reservations: 6–11 May, by phone 573 377 070 or e-mail; tours 
only in groups
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Hydropolis
Na Grobli 17 tel 71 340 95 15

hydropolis.pl biuro@hydropolis.pl

20:00–24:00

You are welcome to visit the permanent exhibition and the display of 
experiments. The exhibition is divided into 9 parts and each of them 
provides an opportunity to take a closer look at the secrets of water 
from a different perspective. Our guides will make sure you understand 
waters’ secrets. Together we will check out what lives at the bottom of 
Mariana Trench, how water gets to our homes and how many teeth 
a tiger shark has. These are only some of the attractions. Hydropolis is 
great fun and educational – come and see for yourself on Museum 
Night.

20:00–24:00  Tours in groups every 30 minutes (first entry at 20:00, last 
at 24:00) 

 Reservations: 13–18 May, through the website: https://nocmu 
zeowhydropolis.evenea.pl
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New Horizons Cinema
Kazimierza Wielkiego 19a–21 tel 71 786 65 66
kinonh.pl kino@kinonh.pl

14:00–22:00

The New Horizons Cinema unveils its nooks. Young and adult visitors 
are welcome to take a walk around places which on a daily basis are 
not accessible to them. The program includes sightseeing operator 
cabins and secret passages, which have always been restricted to cinema 
personnel only. All visitors – the small and big ones – are invited to 
watch two films Lasse and Maia’s Detective Agency: Shadows of Valeby 
and The Square.

14:00–21:00  Walk around the cinema – choose from one of 8 tours, it 
lasts about 30 minutes. Maximum number of people – 12 

16:00 Movie screening Lasse and Maia’s Detective Agency: Shad-
ows of Valeby, dir. Pontus Klänge, Walter Söderlund, Sweden 
2014, 76’; age 6+

18:00 Movie screening The Square, dir. Ruben Östlund, Sweden, 
Germany, France, Denmark 2017, 142’ 

 Reservations for the walk: 11–13 May; through the internet form 
available at: www.kinonh.pl. Taking part in the activity will be 
confirmed by e-mail. The visitors will receive detailed instructions 
for the visit

 Pick up your film passes for the screening of the films from 
18 May from 15:00 in the ticket offices
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Contours of Culture – Education Zone Creative
Kazimierza Jagiellończyka 10a tel 789 278 026

konturykultury.art.pl, facebook.com/konturykultury  
biuro@konturykultury.art.pl

14:00–22:00

Culture Contours and the Wrocław Photography School AFA will present 
works by students of AFA and the University of Wrocław in an exhibition 
entitled “Alice in Creepyland”. The exhibition collects individual, 
photographic illustrations for the book Alice in Wonderland. One theme 
– the three groups, which attempted to illustrate it resulted in three 
different interpretations. 
We have also prepared large format workshops under the direction of 
Agata Grzych and special video effects workshops by Dobromił Nosek. 

14:00–22:00 Photography exhibition “Alice in Creepyland” by AFA and 
the University of Wrocław students

14:00–15:45, 16:15–18:00 
 Large format photography workshops – taking photographs 

with a large format camera such as a Mentor and developing 
them on photosensitive paper 

15:30–18:30 Video special effects workshops “green screen” – recording 
video images with the use of a green background and creat-
ing surreal film footage with special effects  

 Reservations: 6–17 May, by e-mail or phone
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Seventh-Day Adventist Church
Dąbrowskiego 14 tel 533 777 220
wroclaw.adwentysci.org piotr.hoffmann@adwent.pl

18:00–24:00

In only one hour, you will be able to learn about 1500 years of how the 
Bible was created and 2000 years of examples of it. See the words 
written on stone plates, leather, papyrus, and parchment. See the first 
font and handwritten pages in the original Biblical languages and 
fascimiles and reprints of the first editions in Polish, English, German, 
Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. All of this can be seen in the interior of the 
antique Church from 1861 which has belonged to the New Catholic 
Movement, monists, Baptists, Presbiterians, and the 7th Day Adventist 
church.

18:00–24:00 Exhibition viewing
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St. Josef Craftsman’s Church – Congregation of the 
Mission by St. Vincent de Paul

Krakowska 44/46 tel 71 342 69 70
misjonarze-wroclaw.pl, voxvratislaviensia.eu/noc-muzeow

15:00–20:00

The event will be filled with short concerts that will take place in the 
Church and lectures on culture and liberal arts. In the meantime, the 
exhibition of vestments in the Parish Museum will open. The visitors 
will see interesting and valuable art and vestments from the Church’s 
collection. 

15:00–16:00 Lectures and concert in the Church – part 1

16:00–17:00 Tours of the Collection in the Parish Museum

17:00–18:00 Lectures and concert in the Church – part 2

18:00–19:00 Mass/Adoration in the Church
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Łokietka 5 – infopoint Nadodrze
Władysława Łokietka 5/1 tel 883 047 310
lokietka5.pl infopunkt@lokietka5.pl

11:00–24:00

What does Nadodrze sound like? Who are the musicians, poets, artists, 
craftsmen, the women of Narodrze? And what do they have to say 
about their neighborhood? For many years now we have been collecting 
stories and arranging them into peculiar sound trails that take you along 
Nadodrze – Audiowalks. You can get to know them by using the 
application izi.TRAVEL. This time we will present the most interesting 
of the walks in the Infopoint Nadodrze in the form of an interactive 
sound exhibition. You will hear Lech Janerka, Anna Mierzejewska, Ilona 
Witkowska, and The Kurws. 

11:00–18:00 Sound exhibition is open to visitors 

18:00 Exhibition opening event 

20:00 Poetry Slam – poems and literary performances with Nadodrze 
as its theme
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Downtown Youth Cultural Center
Dubois 5 tel 71 798 67 44

mdksrodmiescie.wroc.pl mdkwrsr@wp.pl

17:00–20:00

On Museum Night the Downtown Youth Cultural Center offers a post-
competition exhibition entitled Las [Forest], art history in puzzles, 
conversations about art, improvised music concert, workshops on 
drawing, painting, graphics, glass engraving, ceramics, multimedia 
presentations by the Reja 17 Art Studio as well as portrait photos.

17:00–20:00 Workshops: drawing – painting, carving, and engraving, 
decorating glass, ceramic – forming with clay, making felt 
– in room 9*

17:00–20:00 Tour of the post-competition exhibition Las; conversations 
about art, art history in puzzles – at the Gallery

17:00–20:00 Artwork fair from the collection of the Youth Visual Art, 
paitings, graphic art, and sculpture – in the Hall

17:00–18:30 Improvised percussion music, room 14

17:00–20:00 Multimedia presentation by the employees from “Reja17” art 
studio – at the Gallery

18:00–18:20 Flamenco dance performance – on the stage

18:30–20:00 Portrait sketching and posing – at the Gallery

 * Classes for children aged 6–15
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Youth Culture Home Wrocław-Krzyki
Powstańców Śląskich 190 tel 71 798 67 43, 71 725 95 63
mdk-krzyki.pl mdk-krzyki@o2.pl

11:00–13:00

ecoART-up Festival is an event promoting ecology through art. As part 
of the festival, we would like to encourage the participants to move, 
to be active and creative, and stimulate their imagination. We will 
promote upbringing through various disciplines of art. This year’s edition 
is under the motto “FUTURE-NATURE”.
We will be creative and have lots of fun – all participants will be given 
activity maps. After taking part in a workshop they will receive a stamp. 
The most active ones will receive small prizes.

11:00–13:00 Art workshops in the Krzyki Culture Center as part of the 
ecoART-up! Festival (for children and adults – 5 year olds 
with their parents): 

 –  ceramics workshops
 – painting workshops
 – “Little Printing Studio”
 – “Soap Animals”
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MovieGate
pl. Solny 10a (underground) tel 662 911 003

moviegate.pl biuro@moviegate.pl

18:00–24:00

MovieGate is the only place in Europe that has such a large collection 
of original movie props and costumes from Holywood! Are you a fan 
of Harry Potter? Do you love Star Wars, Gladiator, or James Bond? 
Come and see what we have brought from the production sets of these 
films. 
All of that can be seen in the 2nd World War shelter. You’ll be able to 
come across characters from famous movies as well as a Mad Scientist 
who will serve nitrogen puffs and talk about his biggest experiments. 
You can also see the underground laboratory of illusion and those of 
you who are ambitious can take part in additional attractions with prizes 
to win. You can’t miss this! 

18:00 Official welcome at MovieGate  

18:20–24:00 Guided tours of the shelter with an introduction to the world 
of film, science, and history  

19:00 Mad Scientist’s Show – chemical experiments in almost an 
hour-long interactive show during which you can satisfy your 
curiosity and learn what liquid nitrogen is, what temperature 
actually is, and create your own cloud and dry rain. Smoke, 
explosions, and loads of fun with the Mad Scientist is a guar-
anteed fantastic time!  

 Reservations: 6–16 May, by e-mail or phone
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National Forum of Music
pl. Wolności 1 tel 71 715 97 00
nfm.wroclaw.pl rezerwacje@nfm.wroclaw.pl 

15:00–20:30, 22:00–23:30

The National Forum of Music invites visitors to view an exhibition 
prepared by the Center of Polish Sculpture in Orońsko and Zacheta – 
the National Art Gallery in Warsaw and to sightseeing of the NFM’s 
backstage. 
The exhibition presents art by famous, canon artists, and significant 
artists of the young and middle-age generations who create art in 
diverse artistic trends. The presentation is a representative collection 
of Polish art from the second half of the 20th and the beginning of the 
21st century. 
During the guided tour we will also peek into backstage technical rooms 
which are normally not accessible to visitors, we will see modern acoustic 
solutions, architects’ inspirations while they were designing the NFM 
building and other interesting trivia. 

15:00–20:30 Exhibition open to visitors

22:00–23:30 Guided tours of the National Forum of Music – maximum 
50 people per group 

 Tickets can be collected at the NFM ticket office from 8 May 
while supplies last. A maximum of 2 tickets per person
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The institute of National Remembrance
Sołtysowicka 21a tel 71 326 76 19, 71 326 77 33

ipn.gov.pl barbara.misiewicz@ipn.gov.pl

18:00–23:00

During Museum Night the Institute of National Remembrance opens 
the storage rooms of its archives to visitors. You will be able to see the 
documentation of the communist secret services (1945–1989). The 
program will also include: dioramas presenting fighting stations of the 
German, Soviet, and Polish armies from 1939 (the uniforms, equipment, 
and arms), a historical reconstruction Handover of captives by the 
historical reconstruction group and a presentation of contemporary 
Polish Army soldiers’ equipment. For children we have the following 
attractions: IPN educational games including “303”, “111”, “Remembrance 
‘39”, “Give me a sign”, and a history knowledge competition with prizes. 

18:00–23:00  IPN opens for visitors* 

18:00–23:00  IPN board games

 * The organizers would like to inform you that due to the 
procedures for the protection of archived material at the Institute, 
viewing can only be organized in groups up to 20 people every 
15–20 minutes
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Wrocław Opera
Świdnicka 35 tel 71 370 88 50
opera.wroclaw.pl sekretariat@opera.wroclaw.pl

22:00–24:00

Appreciating the large number of visitors in the previous years’ Museum 
Nights the Opera of Wrocław has prepared a program for visitors 
including 2 exhibitions “Around Moniuszko” and a poster exhibition 
“Moniuszko Redesign”. The visitors will be able to see a chamber music 
concert prepared specially for Museum Night. 

22:00–24:00 Exhibition viewing “Around Moniuszko” and poster exhibition 
“Moniuszko Redesign” 

22:15 Chamber music concert

23:15 Chamber music concert

24:00 Museum Night at the Wrocław Opera comes to an end
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Open Space of Culture
al. Dąbska (Szczytnicki Park) tel 601 572 154

facebook.com/OtwartaPrzestrzenKultury

12:00–22:00

Open Space Culture is a new, alternative space on the cultural map of 
Wrocław. For Museum Night, together with the EkoCentrum we prepared 
workshops of creating a forest in a jar and upcycling workshops. At the 
same time, you will be able to join our educators on a nature trip to 
observe nature equipped with binoculars along the natural environment 
of the Szczytnicki Park. We also recommend a night trip with a thrill to 
follow the trail of bats. If you are looking for musical experiences – come 
to Wojciech Bąkowski’s concert.

12:00–17:30 Guided tour of the larch church*

12:00–14:00 “Forest in a jar” workshops

12:00–14:00 Szczytnicki Park trip – observing nature with binoculars

12:00–16:00 Bonsai exhibition and consultations of a botanical expert

14:00–16:00 Upcycling workshops

18:00–20:00 Wojciech Bąkowski’s concert 

20:30 The last guided tour of the larch church

20:30–22:00 Night trip through Szczytnicki Park including bat watching

 * St. Nepomucen-guided church tours start every full hour from 
12:00 to 17:00 (duration: about 30 minutes)
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Radio Wrocław
Karkonoska 10 tel 71 780 24 01
radiowroclaw.pl sekretariatzarzadu@radiowroclaw.pl

21:00–24:00

Radio is a theater of the imagination. That’s why, under the cover of 
night, your ears more than your eyes should be wide open. 
You will be welcomed by the well-known radio voices which will take 
you into the radio nooks. Be prepared for delicious stories from the 
radio menu – in Karkonoska studio, words and music are on the menu 
of Radio Wrocław, Radio Ram, and Radio Wrocław Kultura. The best 
DJs will be waiting for you (to answer your questions and maybe even 
help you run programs) and the museum will be showing its gems from 
the past.

21:00 Museum Night at the Radio Wrocław

21:00–23:45 Studio open to visitors 

21:00–24:00 Museum – the history of radio stations in Wrocław (guided 
tours)
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Regional Center of Blood Donation and Treatment
Czerwonego Krzyża 5/9 tel 71 371 58 19, 606 717 039

rckik.wroclaw.pl centrum@rckik.wroclaw.pl

16:00–21:00

“Blood donation in the past and nowadays” – how blood donation 
has changed over the past 70 years. 
You are welcome to see an exhibition of old medical equipment 
including multiuse syringes, bottles for blood donation, an instrument- 
arium for blood transfers, an interesting presentation about the history 
of healing with blood, a tale for children about the pelican that became 
the symbol of blood donation, an exhibition of old photographs, and 
sigtseeing the Blood Donation Center in the so-called “blood doners 
way”.

Program for children (3–12 years old): 
16:00 “Blood donation in the past and nowadays” – multimedia 

presentation about blood donation history up to today

16:15 “Why is the pelican the symbol of blood donation?”– a tale 
told by the staff of the Blood Donation center 

16:30 Exhibition of photographs and old equipment e.g. multiuse 
syringes, bottles for blood donation, an instrumentarium for 
blood transfers

16:45 “How to become a blood donor in our center?”– walk the 
path of a blood donor in our center

17:05 Photographs for children with a blown-up drop of blood

17:15 Search for a dwarf named “Honorek”

Program for adults: 
18:00 Multimedia presentation on blood donation and the history 

of healing with blood

18:20 Archival radio programs about blood donation
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18:30 Exhibition of old equipment e.g. multiuse syringes, bottles 
for blood donation, an instrumentarium for blood transfers

18:40 Film screening: 70 years of blood donation and healing with 
blood in Lower Silesia

18:50 Walk the path of a blood donor in our center 

19:05 Exhibition of archival photographs of the Blood Donation 
Center. Each group of adults will start the visit at 19:30 and 
finish at 20:30

 

 Reservations: 2–14 May, metorg@rckik.wroclaw.pl
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Creative Quarter „Swojczycka 118”
Swojczycka 118 tel 501 408 931

grupazpasja.pl grupazpasja@gmail.com

18:00–2:00

Creative Quarter invites you to the opening of an exhibition of art by 
artists associated with the art studio on Swojczycka Street 118. You will 
be able to see painting, ceramics, photography, artistic collage, and 
art-video works created in 2018 and 2019. The exhibition and event 
related to it will be inspired by the art of David Lynch. Additional 
attractions include workshops in street art and outdoor ceramics. 
Creative Quarter proves that art succesfully escapes from city centers 
to the peripheries. You will discover a new quality of art by visiting the 
Creative Quarter. 

18:00–2:00 Opening and an exhibition of art inspired by David Lynch’s 
art

18:30–20:00 Ceramics workshops for children aged 4+

18:30–20:00 Streetart and large format painting workshops for children 
aged 4+

21:00–22:00 Live music concert 

23:00–24:00 The Supper of Champions 
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Sky Tower View Point
Powstańców Śląskich 95 (separate entrance from ul. Gwiaździsta)  
tel 71 738 31 00
galeria.skytower.pl/punkt-widokowy  rezerwacje@skytower.pl

22:00–1:30

Fans of great views will be able to admire the fantastic views from the 
viewing point on top of the highest building in Wrocław – the Sky 
Tower. The panorama of Wrocław and neighboring areas is yours! Admire 
the beauty of the city which is vibrant with life also at night. Unforgettable 
atmosphere and experiences guaranteed.

22:00–1:30 First free ride to the top floor at 22:00, the last one at 1:30. 
Rides every 30 minutes (50 people per group). No previous 
sign-up or reservations, interested visitors are asked to wait 
in a line
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Olympic Stadium Wrocław
al. Paderewskiego 35 tel 571 351 049

mcs.wroc.pl stadion.olimpijski@mcs.wroc.pl

15:00–22:30

Visitors will be able to visit places in the Olympic Stadium which are 
normally not accessible to visitors – the changing rooms, the green, 
the VIP room (reservations required), and the Institute of Wrocław Sport 
History. You will be able to talk about the history of the structure and 
find out where its name really came from. For the youngest ones we’ve 
prepared sightseeing and art workshops.

15:00–16:30 Program for children (aged 7–14):
 – 15:00–15:45: viewing of the Olympic Stadium and the Institute 
of Wrocław Sport 

 – 15:45–16:30: art workshops – building a model of the Olympic 
Stadium and designing a medal  

17:00–18:30, 19:00–20:30, 21:00–22:30
 Viewing of the Olympic Stadium (duration 1.5 h) 15-person 

groups every hour with the option to climb up to the clock 
tower 

 Reservations: 15 April – 10 May, by e-mail
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Stadium Wrocław
al. Śląska 1 tel 71 776 80 58
stadionwroclaw.pl zwiedzanie@stadionwroclaw.pl

22:00–24:00

You are welcome to come and see the most secret areas of the Wrocław 
Stadium. The visitors will be able to visit the changing rooms, the green, 
the arrest, and other places of the biggest league stadium in Poland 
which are normally closed to visitors. You will hear interesting facts 
about the stadium and the history of Śląsk Wrocław – a two-time 
champion of the Polish league – and see the team’s trophies. 

22:00, 22:30, 23:00, 23:30, 24:00 
 Guided tours of the stadium; (reservations necessary); dura-

tion of sightseeing: 45 min; gathering place: Wrocław Stadium 
reception, level 0 (entrance W1)  

22:00–24:00 Entry to the viewing terrace – tribune D

 Reservations: 15 April – 17 May, by phone or e-mail
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Association of Collectors in Wrocław
pl. Dominikański 6 (room 210 in Wrocław Center for Social 

Development) tel 501 534 149
sk.wroclaw.pl sk.wroclaw@op.pl

9:00–23:00

The Association of Collectors in Wrocław invites you to see the 21st 
Collectors’ Exhibition “Art with music in the background” organized on 
the 125th anniversary of opening of the Panorama Racławicka and 
200th birthday of Stanisław Moniuszko. At the exhibition, under the 
patronage of Wrocław’s Mayor, almost 30 people from all over Poland 
will present their stamp, postcard, telephone cards, coin, banknotes, 
medals, and military awards collections. The full list of the exhibiting 
people and their collections is available at www.sk.wroclaw.pl.

9:00–23:00 Individual viewing of the exhibition

19:00–21:00 Meeting with the exhibitors, visitors will have the opportu-
nity to receive advice from the collectors and experts
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Wrocław Literature House
Przejście Garncarskie 2 tel 71 364 69 71
domliteratury.wroc.pl sekretariat@domliteratury.wroc.pl

18:00–23:00

Wrocław Literature House and No Curtains Gallery invite visitors to 
an exhibition of the letters of Rafał Wojaczek, an artist who for many 
years was associated with Wrocław. The correspondence between the 
poet and his mother will be presented in the two windows of Proza 
Club – in a new, cosy exhibition space. The exhibition which will be 
one of the events accompanying this year’s edition of the International 
Poetry Festival Silesius, will show the poet’s autographs which has not 
been shown to the public before. Museum Night is a perfect ocassion 
to do that.

18:00–23:00 Exhibition in Proza Club
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Wrocław SPA Center
Teatralna 10–12 tel 71 348 80 10

spa.wroc.pl marketing@spa.wroc.pl

18:00–24:00

Learn about the secrets of the swimming pool on Teatralna Street. Did 
you know that the building of the Wrocław SPA Center, a prototype of 
today’s waterparks is almost 120 years old? Do you know how many 
tons of water a swimming pool holds? Do you know what is hidden 
under the bottom of a swimming pool? Come and find out these and 
other secrets of this unique place, its history, legends, and myths. 

18:00–24:00 Program:
 – guided tours of the building, places accessible and inaccessible 
on a daily basis

 – ride to the viewing terrace – see Wrocław from the roof of 
the swimming pool

 –  technical trivia 
 –  films and – the story of Marek Petrusewicz, City Baths at 
Teatralna Street

 –  photo – Marek – the one and only Polish world-record breaker 
in 100-meter swimming

 –  photo sessions with Miss Bath 
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Wrocław Fortification Association – 
infantry Fort No 6 
Polanowicka (entry from the side of ul. Polanowicka 9) tel 697 220 076
fortwroclaw.pl skolouszek@fortwroclaw.pl

17:00–23:59

Visitors will be able to see various sections of the unique Infantry Fort 
No. 6 from the turn of the 19th and the 20th century located in Wrocław’s 
Polanowice. Visitors will be able to learn how Wroclaw’s fortifications 
operate and will see e.g. three exhibitions on the 1st and the 2nd World 
War and Wrocław’s nuclear shelters from the Cold War period. The 
guides sharing the secrets of Wrocław’s Fortification with you will be 
dressed in historic army uniforms. 

17:00 Fort opens to visitors

17:20 Temporary exhibitions open for visitors – the first guided 
tour

17:00–23:59 Each following guided tour every 15 minutes

After sunset The illumination of the fort’s structure

23:59 The end of Museum Night 2019
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Wrocław College of Humanities
Robotnicza 70B tel 602 583 369

humanistyczna.pl dziekanat@humanistyczna.pl

13:00–21:00

INDOORS OUTDOORS. SHARED SPACE is the topic of the exhibition 
at the International Conference organized as part of Museum Night at 
the Galeria Wenętrzna at the College of Humanities in Wrocław. The 
outdoor space of architecture and its corelation with interior architecture, 
their mutual interference and contexts have created the ocassion to 
exchange views and experiences between their practitioners, and a great 
chance to build up cooperation between artists, scientists, and art and 
architecture historians bringing them even closer together.

13:00–18:00 Lectures related to the International Conference

18:00 Exhibition opening; curator – dr Beata Fertała-Harlender

18:30 Interaction and presentation of works by 3rd-year Interior 
Design students
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iNSTiTUTiONS

Wojnowice Water Castle –  
The College of Eastern Europe
Wojnowice, Zamkowa 2 tel 71 341 71 97, 691 848 202
kew.org.pl, zamekwojnowice.com.pl  
office@zamekwojnowice.com.pl, office@kew.org.pl

12:00–22:00

The College of Eastern Europe invites visitors to its residence – the 
Renaissance Water Castle in Wojnowice. On Museum Night, the 
custodians of the palace will guide the visitors around the entire property 
and will talk about its unique history and the diverse operations of the 
College. At 13:00 Robert Kostro, the Director of the Polish History 
Museum will open the eventful day with a talk about how a museum 
is built. For children we have planned two theater games about Doctor 
Bonifacy.

12:00–22:00 Castle opening hours

13:00 A lecture “How to build a museum?” Robert Kostro, the 
Director of the Polish History Museum 

14:30, 16:30, 18:30, 19:30, 20:30
 Custodian-guided tour of the castle 

15:00, 17:00, 19:00, 20:00 
 Curator-guided tour of the castle 

15:30, 17:30 Theater game (for children aged 6–12) 

 Reservations: 27 April – 17 May, at https://nocmuzeow2019. 
evenea.pl
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iNSTiTUTiONS

School of Fine Arts
Piotra Skargi 23 tel 71 798 69 14

zsp.wroclaw.pl sekretariat.zsp@onet.pl

17:00–20:00

All events at the School of Fine Arts prepared for Museum Night will 
be related to the art by Leonardo da Vinci on the 500th anniversary of 
the artist’s death. You will be able to see an art exhibition of works 
inspired by Master da Vinci’s art. The viewers will be asked to take part 
in a photo session with elements of famous paintings and in the 
workshops of creating machines out of cardboard based on designs by 
Leonardo da Vinci. Live music played by students of the Wrocław Music 
School will make the visitors’ experiences even more pleasant.

17:00–20:00 Exhibition of works by the students of the School of Fine 
Arts “Leonardo da Vinci – Master of all time” 

17:00–20:00 Photo session “Characters from the paintings” 

17:00–20:00 Music by the students from Wrocław Music School

18:00–19:00 Workshops – creating machines out of cardboard inspired 
by Leonardo da Vinci’s projects (children 7 yrs old and up)



i1

i2

i3

i4

i5

i6

i7

information points

Tourist Information Center
Rynek 14, 9:00–19:00
Krasnal Info
Sukiennice 12, 10:00–18:00
Barbara: Infopoint/Cafeteria/Culture (information center)
Świdnicka 8b, 8:00–20:00
Łokietka 5. Infopoint Nadodrze
Władysława Łokietka 5, 9:00–17:00
Informacja Turystyczna Dworzec Główny PKP  
Piłsudskiego 105, 8:00–20:00 
Informacja Turystyczna Lotnisko  
Graniczna 190, 8:00–20:00 
ZOO Wrocław, Punkt Obsługi Klienta
Wróblewskiego 1-5, 9:00–17:00

Brochures related to Museum Night 2019 will be distributed at the information 
points.



MuseuMs are not only for adults!

The museums and galleries that participate in the #muze-
alniaki initiative welcome the parents of small children and 
show that the youngest visitors are especially welcome. 
The parents who visit the cultural institutions that are part 
of the initiative can expect a particularly friendly atmosphere, 
kindness, and help. 

#muzealniaki show that there is a place for parents with children in 
galleries and museums

#muzealniaki encourage families to learn about culture and art together

#muzealniaki are children of all ages: babies, pre-schoolers, and students

#muzealniaki make museums trendy!

organizer

The Pan Tadeusz Museum. Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich

WrocłaW’s institutions that are taking part  
in the initiative

• Fundacja Art Transparent
• BAW! Baby Art Walk
• BWA Wrocław – Galerie Sztuki 

Współczesnej
• Centrum Poznawcze Hali Stulecia
• Centrum Sztuki WRO
• Centrum Historii Zajezdnia
• Muzeum Architektury 

we Wrocławiu

• Muzeum Miejskie Wrocławia 
• Muzeum Narodowe we Wrocławiu
• Muzeum Etnograficzne 

we Wrocławiu
• Panorama Racławicka
• Pawilon Czterech Kopuł
• Muzeum Poczty i Telekomunikacji 

we Wrocławiu
• Muzeum Współczesne Wrocław

#muzealniaki 

hoW to join us?

 # Come with your child to any museum or art gallery

 # Take a photo from that visit, add it to your profile on Facebook or Instagram and 
hashtag it #muzealniaki

 # Mark the museum or gallery where the photo was taken, for example 
#muzeumpanatadeusza

 # Show other parents how much fun you had. Encourage your friends to join the 
initiative!



Free transport during Museum Night in Wrocław 2019

M1 Line (tram)
Runs every 15 minutes between 17:00 and 23:00

Ossolineum · Grodzka · Nowy Świat (The Archaeological Museum and 
The Military Museum) · Kazimierza Wielkiego (The Historical Museum  
and The Museum of Medallic Art) · pl. Dominikański (Museum of Archi-
tecture, The Museum of Post and Telecommunication) · Oławska · pl. Po- 
wstańców Warszawy (National Museum) · Most Pokoju · Wyszyńskiego · 
Sienkiewicza (Museum of Natural History) · pl. Bema · Mosty Młyńskie ·  
św. Jadwigi · Most Piaskowy · Grodzka ·  Ossolineum

M2 Line (bus)
Runs every 30 minutes between 16:00 and 24:00

Wrocław-Osobowice railway station (Social Military Museum) · Pęgowska 
· Obornicka · Bałtycka · Reymonta · pl. Staszica · Pomorska · Dubois · Drob-
nera · pl. Bema · Sienkiewicza · Wyszyńskiego · Most Pokoju · pl. Powstań-
ców Warszawy · pl. Społeczny · Traugutta · Galeria Dominikańska · Skargi · 
Kołłątaja · Dworzec Główny · Peronowa · Swobodna · Powstańców Śląskich 
· Wielka · pl. Hirszfelda · Krucza · Inżynierska · Aleja Pracy · Grabiszyńska 
(The Depot History Centre) · pl. Legionów · Piłsudskiego · Świdnicka · Widok 
· Kazimierza Wielkiego · Nowy Świat · Grodzka · Pomorska · pl. Staszica · 
Reymonta · Bałtycka · Obornicka · Pęgowska · Wrocław-Osobowice rail-
way station (Social Military Museum)

Detailed timetable available at www.wroclaw.pl/noc-muzeow.



This brochure is based on materials and information provided by institutions 
taking part in Museum Night in Wrocław 2019.
Editing: Culture Division of the Municipality of Wrocław.
Translation: Agata Hamilton & Judson Hamilton
Grapic design: Joanna Gniady, Luiza Pindral
Copyright © 2019 Culture Division of the Municipality of Wrocław.
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